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Swimwear Department 

Technical Rider, Input List, and Stage Plot 
 
Lineup 
Ned Gayle - bass / backing vocals 
Jack Gordon - drums / backing vocals 
Matt Graham - vocals  
Jeremy Grisbee - keys / backing vocals 

 
Stage Plot

 
 
Input List 

1. Kick 
2. Snare 
3. Hats 
4. Rack Tom 
5. Floor Tom 
6. Overhead L 
7. Overhead R 

 

8. Bass (DI in amp) 
9. Keys (DI needed) 
10.Lead Vocal 

(extra-long cable 
or wireless) 

11.Backing Vocal 
(drummer - 
optional) 

12.Backing Vocal 
(bassist - boom 
stand) 

13.Backing Vocal 
(keyboard player - 
boom stand) 
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Staff 
We will need a professional sound engineer to provide monitor and front of 
house mixing. 
 
Mixing Notes 
Bass and keys should be at equal volumes just below Matt’s vocals and the 
drums. 
 
Rationale: our goal is for the audience to sing along and dance, so we want 
drums and lead vocals most prevalent in the mix. Bass and keys are at 
equal levels because Jeremy and Ned alternate lead parts.  
 
Some slap-back delay and a little reverb are okay on vocals. If possible, 
please turn off effects when Matt is talking to the crowd.  
 
Lighting 
At a minimum, we want the audience to be able to see our faces and our 
premium dance moves. Beyond that, feel free to be creative. 
 
Equipment Sharing 
If given notice in advance, we are happy to use a venue-provided bass 
amp and drum kit or share with other bands, provided the gear is 
professional quality and in working condition. If we are using your drums, 
Jack will bring his own throne, sticks, cymbals and snare. 
 
Thank You! 
We look forward to collaborating to put on a great show! Thanks in advance 
for taking the time to read this. Please contact us as soon as possible if you 
are unable to provide anything we have requested here. 
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